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Where would this line be used?

int mid = (low + high) / 2



… and what’s wrong with it?

int mid = (low + high) / 2
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Sorting in Java
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list.sort((x, y) ->

x.beard.compareTo(y.beard)

)
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CAV 2015

http://envisage-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/sorting.pdf


Programming & Bugs
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OSDI 2014

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf


“Program testing can be a 

very effective way to show 

the presence of bugs, but it is 

hopelessly inadequate for 

showing their absence”



Formal Methods
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“Formal Methods refers to 

mathematically rigorous 

techniques and tools for the 

specification, design and 

verification of software and 

hardware systems” 
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You have already used 

Formal Methods!

You have already used 

Formal Methods!

… without knowing it… without knowing it



ISO 5807 Flowchart
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ISO 5807:1985
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Syntax

Semantics
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What is verification?

Specification ImplementationProof



Binary search, again! 
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int mid = (low + high) / 2;



Binary search, again! 
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assert low <= high;

assert 0 <= low;

int mid = (low + high) / 2;

assert low <= mid;

assert mid <= high;

SpecificationSpecification

Implementation



Binary search, again!
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∀𝑙𝑜𝑤, ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ∈ 𝐼𝑛𝑡32.

𝑙𝑜𝑤 ≤ ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ⇒

0 ≤ 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ⇒

𝑙𝑜𝑤 ≤
𝑙𝑜𝑤 +32 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
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Formal Methods in practice
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Central Bank Digital Currency
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CBDCBanknotes Bank deposits 

and e-money

Issued by the 

central bank

Digital money



Our customers

● central banks

● commercial/retail banks

● payment service providers
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How money is represented in G+D Filia®
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From specification to implementation

Specification ImplementationProof



From specification to implementation

Abstract 

specification
ImplementationProof

Executable 

specification
Proof



Isabelle to the rescue!
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“Isabelle/HOL = 

Functional Programming 

+ Logic”
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“unspent”“unspent”



Example: Money in circulation

definition graph_balance :: nat where

‹graph_balance = (∑N ∈ unspent. value N)›
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value_difference = 10

value_difference = 0



Example: Money in circulation

lemma graph_balance_eq_value_difference:

‹graph_balance = ¦(∑c ∈ graph. value_difference c)¦›
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Example: Money in circulation

lemma graph_balance_eq_value_difference_pos:

shows ‹0 ≤ (∑c ∈ graph. value_difference c)›

shows ‹graph_balance = ¦(∑c ∈ graph. value_difference c)¦›

proof (induction)

(* ... *)

qed
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It looks like you are 

trying to do induction. 

Do you want me to 

generate a template?



Example: Money in circulation

lemma graph_balance_eq_value_difference_pos:

shows ‹0 ≤ (∑c ∈ graph. value_difference c)›

shows ‹graph_balance = ¦(∑c ∈ graph. value_difference c)¦›

proof (induction)

case empty

(* ... *)

next

(* ... *)

qed
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base case

steps



It’s not just us
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Proof-Driven Development (PDD)
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Requirements

Design/Architecture

Implementation

Testing

Operation

“PDD”
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● Roadmap



Questions?

Answers!

Lars Hupel

https://lars.hupel.info

lars.hupel@gi-de.com

https://lars.hupel.info/
mailto:lars.hupel@gi-de.com
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